Week 2

A quiz! Mozart balls (not pictured).

In front of the Mozart monument on Mozart square, surrounded by
In front of the Salzburg Cathedral. What do those numbers mean?
In the Franziskanerkirche. Architectural mish-mash.

After the excursion: in Segafredo coffeeshouse.

TRIP TO MUNICH, GERMANY
On the train. In the Pinakothek der Moderne art museum
Chinese Tower in the English Garden.

Felderhonnalle: What's with all the lions?

Alter Hof.

Paulaner im Tal.
Schloss Nymphenburg.

The Allianz Arena

Loewentreue! Stark wie noch nie! (attendance)

The game begins. Weiss blau TSV (56,100 in attendance)
Das Loewenherz schlaegt........................................................... oder schlaeft?